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Abstract. A predictive theory of population extinction for natural populations requires integrating the
effects of stochasticity with the interactions engaged in with populations of other species. The theory of
competitive exclusion predicts that inferior competitors for a limiting resource will be driven to extinction,
but the effects of resource competition on time to extinction have not been examined. We studied a
stochastic version of Tilman’s resource competition model to examine two species competition-driven
extinction. Simulations showed that competitive imbalance, population size and demographic rates of the
‘‘inferior’’ competitor were the most important determinants of mean extinction time, while factors
including resource supply and nutrient uptake had negligible influence. However, when competitors were
more evenly matched and had small initial population sizes the ‘‘superior’’ competitor often went extinct.
In these cases the distribution of extinction times shifted from the familiar exponential tail towards a heavytailed distribution with characteristically longer extinction times that may be indicative of the transition
between exclusion and coexistence. These results provide new insight into the quantitative effects of
competition and demographic stochasticity on extinction risk. Further work is needed to understand how
extinction of superior competitors affects coexistence and extinction in natural communities.
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INTRODUCTION

Fagan and Holmes 2006). Answering these larger
ecological questions will depend on improved
understanding of the dynamics of particular
populations, especially how population characteristics, interspecific interactions and environment influence extinction time.
The precise time of population extinction is
invariably unpredictable due to the contributions
of demographic stochasticity (MacArthur and
Wilson 1967, Richter-Dyn and Goel 1972, Melbourne and Hastings 2008), environmental catastrophe (Lande 1993, Casagrandi and Gatto
2002) and interspecific interactions (Chesson and
Ellner 1989, Holyoak et al. 2000, Tilman 2004,
Ferguson and Ponciano 2014) to the final stages

Population extinction (or its opposite, persistence) is an essential ecological problem, central
to such tasks as species conservation (Morris and
Doak 2002, Grimm and Wissel 2004, Kuussaari et
al. 2009), explaining patterns of biodiversity
(MacArthur and Wilson 1963, Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977, Hubbell 2001, Ricklefs 2006),
and forecasting which species will invade in the
future (Sakai et al. 2001, Drake 2006 ). A
predictive theory of extinction is lacking, however (Belovsky et al. 2002, Drake 2005), despite
relatively accurate prediction of the time to
decline to quasi-extinction (Brook et al. 2000,
v www.esajournals.org
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of decline. Accordingly, the majority of dynamical models used to study extinction are stochastic with the consequence that the extinction time
is a random variable. Two useful properties of
the extinction time distribution are its central
tendency (mean or median time to extinction)
(Vucetich and Waite 1998, Grimm and Wissel
2004) and its shape (e.g., exponential tails vs.
heavy tails, or peaked vs. monotonically declining; Engen and Saether 2000, Belovsky et al. 2002,
Fagan and Holmes 2006). Virtually all models
incorporating demographic stochasticity result in
right skewed extinction time distributions with
exponential tails and with the mean time to
extinction increasing with initial population size
and carrying capacity (Tier and Hanson 1981,
Ludwig 1996, Vucetich and Waite 1998, Dushoff
2000, Näsell 2001, Ovaskainen 2001, Drake et al.
2011). Typically, the further inclusion of environmental stochasticity decreases the mean time to
extinction while retaining the exponential tail
(Goodman 1987, Lande 1993, Renshaw 1993,
Johst and Wissel 1997). Thus, the existence of a
heavy-tailed distribution might be a signal that a
system is near the critical boundary between
coexistence and exclusion (Killingback et al.
2006), resulting in much longer persistence times
than expected deterministically or indicating the
presence of other biotic processes.
Previous theoretical work has examined stochastic extinction for predator-prey systems
(Donalson and Nisbet 1999, Holyoak et al. 2000,
Grasman 2001, Sabo 2005, Kramer and Drake
2010) and Lotka-Volterra models of competition
(Allen 1983, Renshaw 1993, Roeger and Allen
2004, Chan and Franke 2004, Baxter et al. 2005,
Fiasconaro and Spagnolo 2007). Studies of
predator-prey systems make it clear that details
of the interaction mechanism, such as predator
functional response during hunting, may have a
large effect on extinction probability (Kramer
and Drake 2010). The non-mechanistic nature of
Lotka-Volterra competition models (Baxter et al.
2005, Fiasconaro and Spagnolo 2007) is therefore
potentially problematic for understanding the
effects of competition on extinction. Specifically,
competitive exclusion in Lotka-Volterra models
depends on theoretical coefficients of competition that summarize effects across traits and
population sizes (Chan and Franke 2004, Baxter
et al. 2005), making it difficult to isolate the
v www.esajournals.org

aspects of life history that determine competitive
dominance, and meaning the coefficients must be
measured rather than derived from knowledge
about individual species. Such low-dimensional
summaries may be useful for understanding the
mean growth and decline of populations, but do
not indicate how demographic stochasticity
enters the mechanistic process of competitive
exclusion. Furthermore, existing analyses focus
on parameterizations ensuring stable coexistence
at the deterministic equilibrium (Baxter et al.
2005, Li and Smith 2007, Ruokolainen et al. 2007,
Gómez-Corral and López Garcı́a 2012, Gabel et
al. 2013). Mechanistic models of resource competition (Tilman 1977) therefore offer an opportunity to improve understanding of how
demographic stochasticity interacts with species
traits to generate patterns of competitive exclusion. Analyses of such mechanistic models
complement empirical attempts to predict extinction from species life history traits (Sæther et al.
2005). Additionally, resource competition models
include direct influence of the environment via
resource replenishment rates. Studying time to
extinction in these models may thus offer insight
into factors influencing extinction in natural
populations.
Time to extinction for resource-based competition has not previously been studied. Related
studies focused instead on phenomenological
models (Gómez-Corral and López Garcı́a 2012)
or stability analysis for coexistence (Lobry et al.
2005, Li and Smith 2007, Ballyk and Wolkowicz
2011). We simulated two species competing for a
single resource using a continuous time birthdeath process. This mechanistic model is more
complex than competition models for which
analytic approximations of extinction time have
been explored (e.g., Gómez-Corral and López
Garcı́a 2012), and we focused on the case where
the only form of stochasticity is demographic to
retain simplicity. Accordingly, time to extinction
was expected to depend on the relative competitive abilities of the species, summarized by R*,
the lowest level of resource at which a species
could persist (Tilman 1981, 2004), as well as the
initial population size, since demographic stochasticity is most important in small populations.
Previous work suggests that the affect of species
specific traits of birth rate, death rate and
resource utilization on extinction can be altered
2
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by competitive interactions (Hsu et al. 1977,
Castillo and Velasco-Hernandez 2003, Gabel et
al. 2013), and it is unknown if resource inflow
affects extinction independently. Replicate simulations provided a statistical picture of how the
strength of competition, initial population size,
species traits and resource supply affected time
to extinction when competitive exclusion was
expected. Stochasticity led to the loss of the
superior competitor in some cases, and we
considered how these factors affected this outcome and discovered potentially detectable
differences in the distribution of extinction times
when the superior competitor is extirpated.

Ri  ¼

bi ¼

The model we studied is a stochastic version of
Tilman’s (1977, 1981) resource competition model. In the deterministic case, the population and
resource dynamics obey a set of three differential
equations:
ð1Þ

dN2
r2 N2 R
¼
 d2 N2
K2 þ R
dt

ð2Þ

2
X
dR
ri N i R
¼ FðS  RÞ 
Qi
dt
K
þR
i¼1 i

ð3Þ

ri R
Ni
Ki þ R

li ¼ di Ni :

ð5Þ
ð6Þ

At each demographic event the resource concentration R increased by inflow over the time
interval Dt and decreased by Qi if a birth
occurred in Dt (Eq. 3). If resources fell below
the quotient of species i, then birth rate became
zero for that species until R exceeded Qi. This
discrete updating of R differs from the continuous change of the deterministic case, but effectively represents resource use by discrete
individuals and is updated on the same time
scale as other events in the system.
To densely sample the space of possible
parameterizations, we used a Latin-hypercube
design (Stein 1987) with 500 random parameter
combinations drawn uniformly from broad,
unitless ranges for all parameters (Table 1), since
a fully factorial sample design would have
severely limited the coverage of parameter space
given computational demands. We restricted
values of d to be lower than r so that populations
would deterministically persist in isolation.
Similarly, the lower bound of inflow concentration in each parameter combination was the
higher of the two R* values, ensuring that either
competitor could persist alone. Initial population
size (N0) of both species was set equal at half of
carrying capacity for the dominant competitor,
obtained by solving the deterministic equations
for both species. This starting population size
represents populations between the deterministic
equilibrium of the superior competitor and

where N1 and N2 are the competitors’ population
sizes, R is quantity of the resource pool, r1 and r2
are the maximal growth rates, K1 and K2 are halfsaturation constants for resource uptake, and d1
and d2 are the per capita mortality rates. The
resource pool is chemostat-like, with inflow
resource concentration S and constant flow rate,
F. Resources exit the pool as they are incorporated into reproduction by the competing species,
each of which has a resource quotient for an
individual, Q1 and Q2. We assume that resources
contained in dead individuals are not recycled
into the resource pool. Under these conditions
the species that reduces resources to a lower level
at equilibrium will persist, while the species with
the higher equilibrium R (denoted R*) is the
inferior competitor (Tilman 1981). Hence the
deterministic competitive outcome is predicted
by solving for:
v www.esajournals.org

ð4Þ

To incorporate demographic stochasticity, deterministic Eqs. 1–3 were interpreted as the mean
of a birth-death process, which was then solved
with Gillespie’s direct method. This method is the
simplest representation of demographic stochasticity in continuous time (Renshaw 2011, Mancy
et al. 2013). Briefly, the birth rates bi of each
species, which depended on the population size
and the resources present (Eq. 5), were summed
with the death rates li (Eq. 6) to obtain a random
time step Dt in which the probability of each
event was determined by the relative magnitude
of its rate (Appendix).

METHODS

dN1
r1 N1 R
¼
 d1 N1
K1 þ R
dt

di K i
:
r i  di

3
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Table 1. Model parameters and the bounds used to generate parameter combinations.
Symbol

Parameter

Range

r1, r2
d1, d2
K1, K2
Q1, Q2
F
S
R0
N0

max growth rate
death rate
half saturation constant
individual quotient
flow
inflow resource concentration
initial resource concentration
initial population size

0.05–1
0.025–0.975
1–10
0.05–1
0.1–1
max(R*)–10
S
0.5 3 carrying capacity of superior competitor

Always less than r.

fit linear equations to a log-log plot. Given that
full distributions of extinction time tend to be
peaked (Dennis et al. 1991, Drake 2006), we
follow Clauset et al. (2009) in statistically fitting
the lower bound of the tail (a threshold designated xmin) then fitting the four distributions to
the subset of extinction times equal to or
exceeding xmin (Clauset et al. 2009). In parameter
combinations where simulations resulted in the
superior and inferior competitors persisting more
than 20 times each the extinction time distributions were considered separately for the two
outcomes. The relative support for exponential
vs. heavy-tailed models was then determined by
calculating Akaike weights from AIC values
corrected for finite sample sizes (Burnham and
Anderson 2002) and comparing pairwise the
exponential fit to the power law, power law with
exponential cutoff, and lognormal distributions
to avoid over-counting the support for three
possibly redundant heavy-tail distributions
(Brook and Bradshaw 2006). We also counted
the number of times the exponential model had
the strongest support out of all four models, as
signified by the lowest AICc. This code is
provided in the Supplement.
To determine the relative importance of competition and demographic stochasticity in determining the distribution of extinction times, we
adopted an approach that included variable
selection to identify relevant explanatory variables and model fitting to determine relative
importance (Ruokolainen et al. 2007). Prior to
analysis, we selected or constructed explanatory
variables (Table 2) to reflect competitive imbalance (ratio of R* values and ratio of K’s), life
history (r/d, Q), environmental conditions (resource supply, F and S) and stochastic properties
(N0). Populations with smaller N0 will experience
‘‘stronger’’ demographic stochasticity, i.e., pro-

extinction, and allowed for wide variation in
initial population size. As such, this initial
condition can lead to transient dynamics in the
deterministic trajectories of the competitors,
including transient declines in the superior
competitor. In natural systems qualitatively
similar non-equilibrium conditions will result
from stochastic fluctuations or wherever competitive exclusion is in progress. We consider the
influence of the deterministic transients below.
Simulations were repeated 1,000 times for each
parameter combination and run until one species
went extinct. The resulting time series for each
parameter set were then summarized by the
mean extinction time and the number of extinctions by each species. Full code for simulations
(written in R) is available in the supplement. We
numerically solved the deterministic system of
equations for each parameter combination from
the same initial conditions using the package
‘‘deSolve’’ (Soetaert et al. 2010) to detect transient
dynamics in the deterministic trajectories that
might have influenced the stochastic simulations,
particularly initial declines in the superior competitor.
To determine whether extinction times were
exponential or heavy-tailed we fit alternative
distributions to the tail of the extinction times
using maximum likelihood (Clauset et al. 2009).
Fitting tail distributions is statistically complicated and we used recently introduce methods to
simultaneously address issues of model selection,
finite sampling and discrete time (Clauset et al.
2009). The fit of the exponential distribution was
compared to three distributions with greaterthan-exponential probabilities of extreme values
in the tail—power-law, power-law with exponential cutoff, and lognormal—using the methods and codes developed by Clauset et al. (2009)
to avoid the statistical bias of approaches which
v www.esajournals.org
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Table 2. Predictors used to explain extinction patterns.
Predictor label

Description

R* ratio
r/d inferior
r/d superior
Q inferior
Q superior
K ratio
Flow rate
Incoming resource
Initial size

R* inferior competitor/R* superior competitor, increases with competitive imbalance
Relative value of max birth rate r and death rate d for inferior competitor
Relative value of max birth rate r and death rate d for superior competitor
Resource quotient Q for individual of inferior competitor
Resource quotient Q for individual of superior competitor
K superior competitor/K inferior competitor, measure of relative half saturation constants
Resource flow rate through system (F )
Concentration of incoming nutrient (S )
Initial size of population, determined by potential carrying capacity (N0; Table 1)

portionally greater random fluctuations (Renshaw 1993). When appropriate, we calculated
these statistics both for the superior and inferior
competitors. This smaller subset of possible
parameters and parameter combinations was
chosen to reduce the number of correlated
predictors while retaining mechanistic detail.
However, some collinearity was unavoidable
due to the dependence of overall competitive
ability on most model parameters and the
dependence of initial conditions on competitive
abilities.
Boosted regression tree (BRT) analysis was
then used to estimate effects of explanatory
factors. BRT is a robust method that has fewer
assumptions than linear modeling and is resistant to outliers and invariant to data transformation, while effectively fitting nonlinear relationships and interactions (Elith et al. 2008). In our
study, BRTs provide mechanistic insight through
computation of ‘‘relative importance’’ (percent
contribution of a variable to overall model
performance) and partial dependence (which
summarizes effects of a variable marginalized
over the set of all models; Elith et al. 2008).
Models were fit using the package ‘‘gbm’’ in R to
fit the boosted regression trees with bag fraction
¼ 0.5, shrinkage ¼ 0.001, first order interactions
and five-fold cross-validation (Ridgeway 2006,
2010, Elith et al. 2008, R Development Core Team
2011). The optimal number of boosting iterations
(estimated via cross-validation) was used for
each model fit (Ridgeway 2006, 2007). Relative
importance of the explanatory variables was then
estimated for the model with the optimal number
of trees using a permutation test (Ridgeway
2006). The proportion of the variation explained
by the model was estimated as R 2 calculated with
the observed data and the data predicted by
‘‘gbm’’; 999 bootstrap samples from the 500
v www.esajournals.org

parameter combinations were then used to refit
the ‘gbm’ model to obtain approximate confidence intervals for all relative importance values.
Code provided in supplement.
This analysis was used to determine the
variables that explained mean-time-to-extinction
for each parameter combination (estimated from
the 1000 replicate simulations) as well as the
fraction of times the superior competitor went
extinct in a given parameter combination. To
investigate the influence of demographic stochasticity on variable importance, we also analyzed
time to extinction in the deterministic case, with
extinction defined as population size ,1 individual.

RESULTS
The mean extinction time ranged from 6 to 1 3
104 time units over the 500 parameter combinations, with a mean of 120, median of 43, and a
variance of 2.3 3 105. All nine explanatory
variables were found to have influenced the
mean time to extinction (Fig. 1), resulting in an
overall coefficient of determination of R 2 ¼ 0.70.
Three variables were an order of magnitude
more important for predicting mean time to
extinction than the others: (1) Competitive
imbalance (i.e., the ratio of R* values for the
two species), (2) the ratio of maximum birth rate
to death rate (r/d ) of the inferior competitor, and
(3) the initial population size (Fig. 1). Less
important were the ratio of maximum birth rate
and death rate of the superior competitor, the
resource quotient of the inferior competitor, and
the incoming resource concentration. The estimated effects of all variables were monotonic.
Specifically, larger competitive imbalance resulted in shorter extinction times (Fig. 2A), while a
larger difference between birth rate and death
5
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of 1000 (99%) with low fractions much more
common (Fig. 3). The three most influential
predictors in explaining the fraction of upsets
were initial population size, competitive imbalance, and the ratio of maximum birth rate to
death rate of the inferior competitor (Fig. 4). The
model including all explanatory variables explained a majority of the variation in the fraction
of upsets (R 2 ¼ 0.87). Smaller population sizes
and more balanced competitors resulted in more
stochastic upsets, while higher ratio of birth to
death rate for the inferior competitor also results
in more upsets (Fig. 5). Upsets only occurred
when low initial population size and balanced
competitors coincided (Fig. 6).
Analysis of the deterministic trajectories
showed that transient dynamics led to initial
declines in the superior competitor in 150 of 500
parameter combinations. However, substantial
declines were rare (only 16% had a .10% decline
in population size) and the minimum population
size of the superior competitor depended only on
the initial population size in the simulations (Fig.
7). When the minimum size of the superior
competitor was added to the model of mean time
to extinction it reduced the importance of initial
population size (Fig. 8) and slightly improved the
fit of the model (R 2 ¼ 0.73). This result implied
that transient declines in the superior competitor
provided little information about extinction time
not already provided by initial population size;
this is confirmed by their nearly identical
marginal effects on time to extinction (Fig. 9).

Fig. 1. Relative importance of predictors of mean
extinction time. Variable importance determined with
a generalized boosting model and permutation test.
Error bars represent bootstrapped relative importance
from 1000 random draws with replacement from the
500 parameters sets.

rate (where birth rate is always higher) increased
time to extinction (Fig. 2B). Small initial population sizes resulted in shorter extinction times
(Fig. 2C). These effects were asymptotic at higher
values of the predictor variables.
Stochastic extinction resulted in the inferior
competitor (the displaced species in deterministic
model) displacing the superior competitor in at
least one simulation from 79 out of 500 (15.8%)
parameter combinations. Such ‘‘upsets’’ ranged
in frequency from 1 out of 1000 (0.1%) to 990 out

Fig. 2. Partial dependency plots of the most important predictors of mean extinction time.

v www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the number of cases in which a
given fraction of upsets occurred. An upset is a
simulation run in which the inferior competitor
persisted and the superior competitor went extinct.

Fig. 4. Relative importance of predictors of fraction
of upsets. Variable importance determined with a
generalized boosting model and permutation test.
Error bars represent bootstrapped relative importance
from 1000 random draws with replacement from the
500 parameters sets.

Minimum size of the superior competitor was not
influential in explaining the fraction of upsets
(Fig. 10), suggesting transient dynamics had
negligible impact on extinction of the superior
competitor. When time to extinction was defined
by the threshold of population ,1, the three most
influential predictors were the same, but competitive imbalance greatly outweighed initial
population size and ratio of birth to death rate
for the inferior competitor (Fig. 11) and the R 2 of
0.54 was much lower than for the model of
stochastic extinction. There was only a single case
were the superior competitor transiently declined
below 1 in the deterministic trajectory and three
additional cases of decline to below 10 individuals.
The relative support for exponential and
heavy-tailed extinction time distributions dif-

fered between simulations where the superior
competitor persisted and those in which it went
extinct (Table 3). The median Akaike weight for
exponentially declining tails was substantially
higher than the alternative models when the
superior competitor persisted (Fig. 12) and the
exponential model had the highest support in
61–69% of these cases (Table 3), in agreement
with theory for first passage times in Markov
chains (Keilson 1966, Tier and Hanson 1981).
When it was the superior competitor that went
extinct, the distribution of relative support was
closely split between power-law and exponential
distributions (median support for power law

Table 3. Support for exponential vs. heavy-tail extinction time distributions.
Pairwise proportional support (AICc weights)

Exponential model best

Parameter set

n

Tail

Power

Exp.

Power cutoff

Exp.

Log-normal

Exp.

No.

%

Superior wins
Upsets, superior wins
Upsets, inferior wins

454
44
46

185
111
41

0.287
0.26
0.452

0.713
0.74
0.548

0.29
0.302
0.293

0.71
0.697
0.707

0.283
0.279
0.283

0.717
0.72
0.717

315
27
24

0.69
0.61
0.52

Notes: Extinction time distributions are grouped into three classes, those parameter combinations for which the superior
competitor always persisted, and those where there were .20 upsets, divided into persistence by superior and inferior
competitors. Shown are the number of cases (n), the median number of extinction times in the tail (Tail, estimated via maximum
likelihood, see Methods), and the support for heavy vs. exponential distributions. Median AICc weights are shown for the
pairwise comparison between 3 candidate heavy tailed models and the exponential model. The heavy-tailed models are Power
¼ power law, Power cutoff ¼ power law with exponential cutoff, and Lognormal ¼ lognormal tail (Clauset et al. 2009). Also
shown are the number of models where AICc was lowest for the exponential model vs. all three of the alternatives, and the
percentage of cases this represents.

v www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 5. Partial dependency plots of the most important predictors of the fraction of upsets. In the left panel it is
interesting that initial population size has an effect even at sizes as large as N ¼ e4 ’ 50, much larger than the sizes
over which demographic stochasticity has a noticeable effect on extinction in most single-population birth-death
processes.

0.45, Table 3, Fig. 12) and exponential distributions were selected less often (52% of cases).
Some cases involving upsets had very small
sample sizes, there were 33 cases in which the
inferior competitor won 20 times or less out of
1000, and two cases in which the superior
competitor won ,20 times. Distributions were
not fit to these extremely short tails.

DISCUSSION
The time to extinction for two populations
competing for a limiting resource was primarily
determined by the combination of competitive

Fig. 7. Relative importance of predictors for the
minimum population size of the superior competitor (a
proxy for transient declines in the deterministic
model). The model R 2 ¼ 0.997. Variable importance
determined with a generalized boosting model and
permutation test. Error bars represent bootstrapped
relative importance from 1000 random draws with
replacement from the 500 parameters sets.

Fig. 6. The influence of competitive imbalance and
initial population size on extinction of superior
competitor. Shown are parameter sets with any
fraction of upsets (inferior competitor persistence,
triangles) and parameter sets for which the superior
competitor never went extinct (circles).

v www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 8. Relative importance of predictors of mean
extinction time with deterministic minimum size of the
superior competitor included. The model R 2 ¼ 0.73 (up
from 0.70 in the base model). Including the additional
predictor removes influence for initial population size,
with which it is extremely collinear. Variable importance determined with a generalized boosting model
and permutation test. Error bars represent bootstrapped relative importance from 1000 random draws
with replacement from the 500 parameters sets.

Fig. 10. Relative importance of predictors of fraction
of upsets with deterministic minimum size of the
superior competitor included. The model R 2 ¼ 0.88.
Including the additional predictor has minimal effect.
Variable importance determined with a generalized
boosting model and permutation test. Error bars
represent bootstrapped relative importance from 1000
random draws with replacement from the 500 parameters sets.

tant predictor of mean extinction time, with
stronger competition accelerating extinction,
matching the deterministic case (Tilman 1981).
Small population size also led to more rapid
extinction, indicating the well-documented risk
of extinction due to stochasticity in small
populations under a variety of conditions (Lande

ability, maximum population growth rate of the
inferior competitor, and initial population size.
Characteristics of the environment represented
by the resource supply were relatively unimportant, as were the traits directly related to resource
use. Competitive imbalance was the most impor-

Fig. 9. Partial dependency plots of the most important predictors of mean extinction time when the
deterministic minimum size of the superior competitor is included.

v www.esajournals.org
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competitive imbalance while making population
size and the maximum population growth rate of
the inferior competitor more important. The
effect of initial population size followed expectations from various studies assessing demographic stochasticity in other contexts (Lande 1993,
Ludwig 1996, Newman et al. 2004), but the fact
that stochasticity increased the influence of
species traits not summarized by R* is intriguing.
As shown here for the inferior competitor,
Ludwig (1996) previously found time to extinction to increase with growth rate for single
populations, but this was due to a rapid
approach to carrying capacity. The influence of
population growth rate in the current study
requires a different explanation, since the carrying capacity of the inferior competitor is zero.
One explanation is that the amplitude of transient fluctuations in populations of the inferior
competitor increases with potential growth rate.
Interestingly, the resource use dynamics of the
competitors had little influence in either case,
suggesting that any impact of these factors is
fully explained by their influence on competitive
balance. Similarly, differences in the rate of
resource input appear to have had little effect
on time to competitive exclusion. Overall, we
found that time to competitive exclusion depends
on more than simply competitive imbalance
when natural sources of stochasticity are considered, matching the empirical finding that knowledge of both deterministic and stochastic
components is necessary to predict extinction
time in natural bird populations (Sæther et al.
2005).
These results highlight that an important
consequence of demographic stochasticity for
competitive dynamics is the possible loss of the
superior competitor. Understanding the conditions and species traits that make this more likely
has important implications for understanding cooccurrence in natural communities (Leibold et al.
2004). Analysis of the deterministic trajectories
confirmed that observed upsets were not merely
due to transient declines caused by initial
conditions. In fact, we found that the proportion
of inferior populations persisting was controlled
by the same predictors as mean time to extinction, strongly suggesting that the expected time
to extinction and the persistence of the inferior
competitor are linked. The stronger influence of

Fig. 11. Relative importance of predictors of deterministic extinction time. The model R 2 ¼ 0.54 Variable
importance determined with a generalized boosting
model and permutation test. Error bars represent
bootstrapped relative importance from 1000 random
draws with replacement from the 500 parameters sets.

1993, Ludwig 1996, Newman et al. 2004). The
combination of small population size and balanced competitors enabled competitive ‘‘upsets’’,
where the superior competitor ended up extinct
as much as 99% of the time. These upsets affected
the extinction time distribution, shifting it from
the exponential distribution expected for single
populations (Näsell 2001, Newman et al. 2004)
and observed here for extinctions of the inferior
competitor, towards a heavy-tailed distribution
with longer persisting populations of the superior competitor when it was lost from the
community first.
These results show that the duration of
coexistence for two species undergoing competitive exclusion depends on a balance of deterministic forces and stochastic effects. The
difference in R* that drives the deterministic
extinction of the inferior competitor is the
predominant predictor of extinction time in the
deterministic system and remained most important when demographic stochasticity was included. The longer time to extinction for more evenly
matched competitors fits well with the current
understanding effect of equalizing forces on
coexistence (Chesson 2000, Adler et al. 2007).
Demographic stochasticity alters the deterministic expectations by reducing the importance of
v www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 12. Distribution of proportional support for the tail distribution of extinction times estimated with AICc
weight from parameter combinations for which the superior competitor always persisted (A), and those where
there were .20 upsets, divided into persistence by superior (B) and inferior (C) competitors. The exponential
distribution was compared in a pairwise manner to the power law, power law with exponential cutoff and
lognormal distributions (Clauset et al. 2009).

small initial population size here than for
extinction time is unsurprising, as stochastic
effects are required for loss of the superior
competitor. However, the susceptible population
sizes extended beyond the range where demographic stochasticity is expected to dominate (up
v www.esajournals.org

to 400 individuals) and the relative competitive
abilities strongly influenced extinction risk across
this range. Sufficiently superior competitors
always persisted, but the difference in competitive ability had to exceed a ;5-fold difference in
minimum resource requirements to ensure per11
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nonlinear response to competition that can result
from species having differing responses to
resource fluctuations (Chesson 1994, Roy et al.
2005), and perhaps in specific parameter combinations these effects created dynamics that
decreased the benefits of having the lower R*.
This possibility of majority persistence of inferior
competitors is an important problem for further
theoretical work.
Exponentially distributed extinction times are
predicted by the bulk of theory examining
stochastic extinction (Lande 1993, Vucetich and
Waite 1998, Newman et al. 2004), calling attention to the finding here of increased support for
power-law distributed extinction times when the
superior competitor is excluded. This distribution
indicates the superior competitors tended to
persist much longer than inferior competitors
under similar conditions. In fact, the extinction
times of inferior competitors closely followed the
exponential distribution supported by theory
and observations of natural populations (Middleton and Nisbet 1997, Gandhi et al. 1998,
Sæther et al. 2005). Natural populations generally experience environmental stochasticity and
competition, the combined effects of which are
largely unexplored and may alter the risk of
extinction of the superior competitor. The change
from exponentially distributed extinction times
to a fat-tailed distribution could be a signature of
approaching the critical transition between exclusion and coexistence (Sole and Bascompte
1996, Gandhi et al. 1998, Killingback et al. 2006),
a pattern fitting the closely matched competitive
abilities needed to allow upsets. Additional work
is needed to confirm that the increased tendency
for heavy-tails is robust and not overly influenced by small sample size due to fewer
observations of extinction of the superior competitor.
These results provide new insight into how
stochasticity and competition interact to determine extinction, and conversely, coexistence. We
found that competitive dominance has a strong
influence even in the presence of demographic
stochasticity, but also that the amount of competitive dominance that ensures persistence is
fairly large, as a five-fold difference in minimum
resource requirements is unlikely to be common
in many natural competitive interactions. At the
same time, relatively small differences in com-

Fig. 13. Relative importance of predictors of whether
the inferior competitor persisted more than 50% of the
time (treated as binary response), restricted to those
cases where upsets occurred. This analysis is exploratory, due to the small number of cases where the
inferior competitor persisted more than 50% of the
time (n ¼ 10).

sistence, making this phenomenon relevant beyond the case of ‘‘equal’’ competitors subject to
random extinction (Hubbell 2001). The correlation of some predictors is evident here because
large initial population sizes arose when the
superior competitor had a high carrying capacity.
In these cases it is also more likely that the
superior competitor’s R* was much lower than
the inferior competitor. The propensity of superior competitors to be stochastically excluded
offers a testable prediction of this model’s
relevance to understanding competition in natural communities.
In a handful of cases the inferior competitor
persisted more than 50% of the time (n ¼ 10),
suggesting that factors in addition to chance
could favor extinction of the superior competitor.
The rarity of this outcome limits our ability to
draw conclusions, but graphical and statistical
exploration (linear models and random forests)
suggest that these cases tended to both have the
smallest initial population sizes and be the most
equal competitors, and may also be encouraged
by high incoming resource concentration (Fig.
13). The latter is the only indication that the
environment in which competition occurs affects
extinction in this simplified model. Previous
work suggests that coexistence depends on
v www.esajournals.org
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evidence for density dependence in abundance
time series of 1198 species. Ecology 87:1445–1451.
Brook, B. W., J. J. O’Grady, A. P. Chapman, M. A.
Burgman, H. R. Akçakaya, and R. Frankham. 2000.
Predictive accuracy of population viability analysis
in conservation biology. Nature 404:385–387.
Brown, J. H., and A. Kodric-Brown. 1977. Turnover
rates in insular biogeography: effect of immigration
on extinction. Ecology 58:445–449.
Burnham, K. P., and D. Anderson. 2002. Model
selection and multi-model inference. Second edition. Springer-Verlag, New York, New York, USA.
Casagrandi, R., and M. Gatto. 2002. A persistence
criterion for metapopulations. Theoretical Population Biology 61:115–125.
Castillo, D., and J. Velasco-Hernandez. 2003. Coexistence in a competitive parasitoid-host system.
Journal of Theoretical Biology 221:61–77.
Chan, D. M., and J. E. Franke. 2004. Probabilities of
extinction, weak extinction, permanence, and mutual exclusion in discrete, competitive, LotkaVolterra systems that involve invading species.
Mathematical and Computer Modelling 40:809–
821.
Chesson, P. 1994. Multispecies competition in variable
environments. Theoretical Population Biology
45:227–276.
Chesson, P. 2000. Mechanisms of maintenance of
species diversity. Annual Review of Ecology and
Systematics 31:343–366.
Chesson, P. L., and S. Ellner. 1989. Invasibility and
stochastic boundedness in monotonic competition
models. Journal of Mathematical Biology 27:117–
138.
Clauset, A., C. R. Shalizi, and M. E. J. Newman. 2009.
Power-law distributions in empirical data. SIAM
Review 51:661.
Dennis, B., P. L. Munholland, and J. M. Scott. 1991.
Estimation of growth and extinction parameters for
endangered species. Ecological Monographs
61:115–143.
Donalson, D. D., and R. M. Nisbet. 1999. Population
dynamics and spatial scale: effects of system size
on population persistence. Ecology 80:2492–2507.
Drake, J. 2005. Density-dependent demographic variation determines extinction rate of experimental
populations. PLoS Biology 3:1300–1304.
Drake, J. 2006. Extinction times in experimental
populations. Ecology 87:2215–2220.
Drake, J. M., J. Shapiro, and B. D. Griffen. 2011.
Experimental demonstration of a two-phase population extinction hazard. Journal of the Royal
Society Interface 8:1472–1479.
Dushoff, J. 2000. Carrying capacity and demographic
stochasticity: scaling behavior of the stochastic
logistic model. Theoretical Population Biology
57:59–65.

petitive ability were sufficient to guarantee
persistence of the superior competitor when
population sizes were large. When inferior
competitors persisted the distribution of extinction times was shifted toward slower extinction,
and this tendency of superior competitors to
resist extinction could be important ecologically,
such as in the presence of environmental
variability. These results complement previous
research on stochastic extinction time of competitors where deterministic coexistence of species
was assumed (e.g., Gómez-Corral and López
Garcı́a 2012, Gabel et al. 2013), or where the focus
was on the strength of environmental stochasticity (Ruokolainen et al. 2007). The integration of
environmental stochasticity into this mechanistic
model would allow determination of whether the
form of competition has important effects on
predicted extinction risk in competing species.
Additionally, we think further research into the
implications of exclusion of the superior competitor could provide important contributions to
understanding species coexistence and extinction
dynamics in natural populations.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
APPENDIX
Table A1. Transition rates.
Transition

Rate equation

N1 !N1 þ 1

r1 R
K1 þR N1
r2 R
K2 þR N2

N2 !N2 þ 1
N1 !N1  1
N2 !N2  1
Rt ! RtþDt

d1N1
d2N2
DtF(S – R)  Qi

Qi only subtracted when event is a birth.

SUPPLEMENT
R scripts for simulations, data analysis, and manuscript figures (Ecological Archives C005-004-S1).
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